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Incorporating the insights of new coeditor Lewis Vaughn, Classics of Philosophy, Third Edition, is

the most comprehensive anthology of writings in Western philosophy in print. Spanning 2,500 years

of thought, it is ideal for introduction to philosophy and history of philosophy courses. It features

more than seventy selections by forty philosophers--along with fragments from the

Pre-Socratics--offering students and instructors an extensive and economical collection of the major

works of the Western tradition. This volume contains the most important writings from Thales to

Rawls; twenty of these are complete works, while the others are judiciously abridged so that little of

value to the student is lost. A lucid introduction, including a brief biographical sketch, accompanies

each of the featured philosophers.NEW TO THE THIRD EDITION:* Selections from philosophers

who were not included in the previous edition--Maimonides (Guide for the Perplexed) and

Schopenhauer (The World as Will and Representation)--along with Kant's Critique of Pure Reason*

Expanded readings: Aristotle's Posterior Analytics, On the Soul, Metaphysics, and Nicomachean

Ethics; Berkeley's Of the Principles of Human Knowledge; and Hume's Treatise on Human Nature *

Review questions for each chapter and illustrated portraits of many philosophers * A Companion

Website featuring resources for students (self-quizzes, flash cards, chapter review questions, a

timeline, and helpful web links) and instructors (brief reading summaries, essay questions, test

questions, and PowerPoint-based lecture slides)Classics of Philosophy, Third Edition, provides

students with an extensive view of the major stages of growth in Western philosophy--including its

birth with the Pre-Socratics and its contemporary developments--in an accessible format and at an

affordable price.
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"The strength of the book is its comprehensiveness--all periods of Western philosophy are covered,

and selections are either unabridged or very substantial. Pojman and Vaughn's introductions are

also excellent; substantive, clearly written, but concise. It's the best anthology for the price."--Amy

Lara, Kansas State University"I cannot identify a single text in the ancient, medieval, or modern

periods that I would ordinarily consider assigning that is omitted from this volume."--John Meadors,

Mississippi College"I was impressed with the use of the Pre-Socratic texts and the intros and

secondary literature references. This is a very impressive and positive contribution over so many

other introductory volumes."--Joseph A. Novak, University of Waterloo"This book is comprehensive,

thorough, and does a good job covering the 'canon' for those of us who teach a historical

introduction to philosophy. At the same time, it offers selections for those who'd prefer a topical

approach."--Brenda Wirkus, John Carroll University

Louis P. Pojman is Professor of Philosophy at the United States Military Academy at West Point. He

is the author or editor of over twenty books and numerous articles. Lewis Vaughn is the former

editor of Free Inquiry magazine and the former executive editor of the philosophy journalPhilo.

Paperback has a weak spine that will eventually wear out, but the pages are bright white and higher

quality.This is a good anthology, with lengthy excerpts from all of the major philosophers. It is a

huge compilation: nearly two inches thick with pages that are approximately 9 1/4 x 7 1/2 inches.

Book came slightly damaged already, was expecting better use of it.

Select works of several prominent philosophers ranging from antiquity (Plato) to modern times

(Bertrand Russel) are presented in a highly readable, user-friendly manner with concise notes from

the authors explaining key concepts at the beginning of each larger section of text. Two-column

layout makes it easy to find a passage. Explanations are very brief but informative. An overview of

each philosopher and the context of his work is presented before his writing.Thin, non-glossy pages

are readable in any lighting. Book is paperback and bulky, so covers will bend and corners will

quickly deteriorate if the book travels at all. Because of the thickness, photocopying is impossible

unless the spine is broken at the precise section to which one wishes to open the pages, but the



pages are approximately the right size to fill a photocopied page without much "black space" if one

is determined to do so.

This is a massive and invaluable book for the student of philosophy. It has over twenty complete

works of classical philosophy. Including many of the great works by Plato, Aristotle, Descartes,

Kierkegaard, Hume, Mill and many, many more. And it also includes fragments from the

presocratics and careful abridgments of over forty more works from a full spectrum of philosophers,

ancient to modern. All of this comes in one large yet manageable volume. So it is ideal for a student

or someone who wants a single volume philosophy reference. I highly recommend it.

Think of this as the reader you want on your shelf that has the bits and pieces of the last two

thousand years of philosophy. I'm not kidding when I say a big ol book either, this thing is huge. If

you were paying for knowledge by the pound, this would be a killer bargain.

I bought this book because of a college course that I was taking. I wasn't sure about the "classics"

but I have to say that this book is great! I am definitely happy that I bought it. It will be a nice

addition to my library.

Arrived quickly, just the book I needed for my college class.

Book is fine; just had a ridiculous teaching assistant instead of a real professor. Not a favorite

subject for my engineering student. Felt like it wasted his time AND money.
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